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COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION 
 

Draft Minutes (4-21-17) 
 

Wednesday, December 6, 2016 
8:30 AM 

Offices of Reed Smith, 1301 K Street, NW 
Washington, DC, East Tower 

Dial-In Number: 1-800-730-9938; Access Code: 4149259 
 

I. Welcome  
The Committee was called to order by Co-Chairman Scott Surovi.  

II. Antitrust Guidance from Counsel  
Andy Bernasconi, Reed Smith, CORAR Antitrust Counsel, addressed the members of the 
committee and reminded them of CORAR’s antitrust policy, their obligations as CORAR 
Members, and the potential repercussions to them, the association and their companies in the 
event of non-compliance.  Counsel remained with the committee through the committee’s 
deliberations. 

III. Approval of the Minutes from the May 3, 2016 Meeting 
A motion of approval was made by a Member of the Committee and the minutes of the May 3, 
2016 Transportation Committee meeting were approved as written.   

IV. Congressional and Regulatory Issues Update (J. Massie) 
Mr. Massie provided the committee a short report on the pending legislation of note for the 
committee and reviewed actions on CORAR’s behalf.  

V. Pending/Ongoing Projects 
1. IAEA Activities:  

a.  Revisions to SSR-6 (John Miller) 
Revision to SSR-6 is out for Member State Review. DOT had requested comments 
to SSR-6 (due date was October 28, 2016).  NRC held a public meeting December 
5-6 to discuss changes to Part 71 that incorporates SSR-6 and DOT changes 
(comments were due January 20, 2017).  Industry has anticipated some changes in 
A1/A2 values for the SSR-6 revision, but this work is not progressing as fast as the 
agency had hoped.  A new Special Working Group was formed to finish the work; 
this may take another year or two.  
b.  General Conference (John Miller)  
The only real transportation topic of interest during the General Conference was a 
Transport Facilitation Working Group meeting that was held in conjunction with the 
General Conference.  The meeting was by invitation only and was attended by about 
15 individuals.  Presentations were provided by ISSPA, AREVA, TIC (Tantalum-
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Niobium International Study Centre) and WNA.  The issue of denial still exists and 
is most often associated with marine transport due to port restrictions.   

c. NSS 9 and 11 (John Miller)  
NSS 9 has obtained approval by the Safety Standards Committees to move toward 
publication. There was some push back by a few Member States representing 
TRANSSC.  These issues where addressed during TRANSSC 33 with some minor 
changes to the final draft which were clarifications.  The biggest concern was not 
implementing a safety measure for security purposes. There are some countries that 
will exempt a shipment from placarding or labeling so as not to advertise the 
shipment.  Some reviewers read the example given as suggestions and disagreed with 
this position.  The intent of NSS 9 was to ensure that other measures are taken if 
safety measures are exempted, like escorting a shipment if placards and labels are 
removed.  The NSS 9 revision is a significant change over the original document 
published in 2008. The thought is that there will be little if any effect to the transport 
security requirements in the US or in other countries that have measures in the 
regulations.  There is a possibility that imports and exports become more 
complicated because there is likely to be a lack of harmonization in how some 
Member States use NSS 9.  

d. Nuclear Security Guidance Committee (NSGS) (John Miller) 
The primary work of the NSGC relative to CORAR and ISSPA was the revisions to 
NSS 9, discussed above, and NSS 11: security of radioactive material in use and 
storage and of associated facilities which was also approved for publication by the 
safety standards committees.  Most of the other work with the NSGC pertains to 
nuclear material. 

e. TRANSCC 33 Meeting Review (John Miller) 
There are now 133 Member States that have signed onto the Code of Conduct; 109 
of these to the Import/Export supplement.  There is a new supplement to the Code – 
Guidance for the Management of Disused Radioactive Sources.  The last draft 
publicly available is dated December 17, 2015. Expect an update on this in April 
2017 to be presented at the Working Group on Radioactive Source Security meeting. 

f. International Conference on Nuclear Security (Paul Gray) 
Meeting held the week of December 5 at IAEA.  The purpose of the meeting: 

o Discuss the national and international community’s experiences and 
achievements to date in strengthening nuclear security, 

o Enhance understanding of current approaches to nuclear security 
worldwide, 

o Identify trends, 
o Provide an inclusive forum at which ministers, policymakers, senior 

officials and nuclear security experts can formulate and exchange views 
on future directions and priorities for nuclear security and how these may 
evolve. 

Meeting included both governmental/Ministerial segments as well as technical 
sessions covering a range of topics such as: 

o International legal instruments 
o International bodies and initiatives 
o Nuclear material and nuclear facilities 
o Radioactive materials 
-- Materials out of regulatory control, and 
-  National nuclear security regimes including nuclear security culture 
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Paul Gray participated in a Panel discussion entitled “Exchanging experience, 
knowledge and good practices on the use and security of high activity radioactive 
sources and the exploration of nuclear and radioactive alternative technologies.” 

2. NNSA: 
a.  Alternative Technology Working Group (ATWG) (Paul Gray) 
o The ATWG is being led by the NNSA and had a mandate to provide to    Congress, 

by the end of 2016, a report entitled “Non-Isotopic Alternative Technologies White 
Paper.” 

o All sealed sources and applications were being reviewed by this initiative, from 
Category 1 down to check sources. 

o Meetings were to be held monthly and to date in 2016, only 2 meetings have been 
held. 

o The delivery of this report is not likely to occur until mid-2017 at earliest based on 
time and progress to date (due in part to a key person’s resignation and breadth of 
investigative review). 

o Chapter 4 dealing with sterilization of medical products was provided in a very 
draft form about 5 weeks ago and comments and redrafting provided about 3 weeks 
ago; no feedback to date. 

o An additional 4 or 5 Chapters have yet to be written. 

b. ORS Activities Regarding High-Risk Radiological Sources (>10 Ci) (Paul 
Gray) 
o NNSA ORS is working with a number of companies and associations to 

understand, evaluate and make recommendations about source management, 
handling, storage, use and transport. 

o Involves meetings and working with ORS on tests they develop and complete to 
try and evaluate how secure a source is at any point and time in its life cycle (i.e. 
attempting to remove a source rack under water in order to release and then escape 
with a source (done with dummy sources of course)).  ORS has reached out to 
industry to assist in test set-up, conducting of tests and evaluation of results.  This 
then evolves into ORS and industry considering what additional controls or 
redesigns are required in order to improve source security. 

o This has evolved over the past 16 months such that ORS is asking industry to 
partner with them at the earliest stage rather than integrating after they have done 
everything themselves and developed what they felt was an appropriate additional 
or corrective action (sometimes having limited or no practicality  at all). 

o NNSA has shifted their position from initial and sometimes conflicting 
interactions with them a few years ago to wanting and requesting to work with 
industry.  In addition, they have indicated that there are “vital radioactive sources” 
that exist and that will continue to be needed and used (vs. an earlier position of 
replacing all sources with non-isotopic technologies). Industry needs to monitor 
this to ensure that it both continues and that NNSA is true to their word. 

3.  White House Interagency Working Group on Alternatives to High-Activity 
Radioactive Sources (GARS) (Paul Gray) 

The GARS report is expected to be issued in the coming weeks; we are monitoring 
the following website where we expect it to be first published: 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/ostp/nstc/docsreports  
Comments will be provided as required, and both the draft report and any 
comments will be provided to the Transportation Committee for information 
sharing. 
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4.  Source Security Working Group (SSWG) (Paul Gray) 
The SSWG was formed some months ago with a focus on monitoring activities in 
government that may impact the use and applications of sealed sources.  Details 
can be found on the SSWG website : www.sourcesecurityworkinggroup.org .This 
is of importance to CORAR members who produce and use sealed sources as well 
as to the remainder of CORAR generally, since actions undertaken to make the 
regulatory environment considerably stricter, or where existing regulations are 
undergoing amendment due to different than historical interpretations, may mean 
changes to producers and users of radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuticals 
generally. 

o Jim Massie and Paul Gray are actively involved in SSWG and will provide updates 
as required. The SSWG has held a number of meetings to date and issues updates 
on a regular basis. In addition, SSWG is organizing and holding meetings with 
Congressional staff to discuss the use and applications of sealed sources and issues 
of concern to the industry.  

o A Steering Committee exists, which is comprised of members (primarily industry 
associations) who have paid dues and which collectively identifies the actions to 
be undertaken by the SSWG. 

VII. Additional Business 
1. CORAR – AIPES: (Scott Surovi) 

As summarized during the last meeting, the AIPES Transport Working Group met in April 
2016 and the following are on their priority list: 

o IAEA RAM transport security initiatives. 
o Nuclear Detection Gates: installations at major airports – one of the first being 

Amsterdam.  Concern that routine consignment of medical radioisotopes may 
trigger an alert at one of these gates.  The program is expanding to other airports 
throughout 2016.  There have been no specific reports of alerts of related concerns 
to date. 

o Belgian security initiatives (FANC) – introduced a project known as “RaMas” 
(Radioactive Material Security).  To date, no specific information has been shared 
nor known or potential impact(s) been identified.  At this point, understand most 
of the security-related activities involve courier/transporter personnel (i.e., 
enhanced security background checks, more than one driver in the transport 
vehicle and specific routing requirements). 

o Good Distribution Practices (GDP) initiatives. 

2. Transport Canada: Air Cargo Security Program (Paul Gray) 
This program came into effect on October 17, 2016.  A presentation overviewing the intent 
and purpose of the Program as well as a Fact Sheet of the program were provided with the 
May 2016 meeting minutes.  The program is working well according to Transport Canada. 
From a practical perspective, Nordion applied for and became a “Known Consignor” and 
results have been very positive with both time and cost savings resulting. 

3. PATRAM 2016: (Paul Gray) 
The Packaging and Transport of Radioactive Material (PATRAM) conference was held 
September 18-23, 2016 in Kobe, Japan. 
The conference was well attended with a variety of technical and administrative sessions. 
Details are available if you Google search PATRAM 2016.  Paul Gray chaired a panel 
discussion which focused on the facilitation and transport of radioactive material. 

4. Communications to Members: 
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o Radiological Assistance contact list published by the Conference of Radiation Control 
Program Directors (CRCPD); e-mail dated 13 JUN 2016 

o Air transport information from Federal Express regarding RAM Excepted Packages; e-
mail dated 16 JUN 2016 

o Type A Package testing/certification presentation offered by DOT/PHMSA; e-mail dated 
18 JUL 2016 

o Updated list of restricted & designated routs for HRQC-RAM for California; e-mail dated 
17 AUG 2016 

o DOT request seeking comments on Draft Revision of IAEA SSR-6; e-mail dated 14 SEP 
2016 

o Proposed legislation on surface & maritime security; e-mail dated 03 OCT 2016 
o Letter to US NRC (Senator Schumer) regarding Category 3 Sources; e-mail dated 03 OCT 
2016 

o NRC Response to Senator Schumer regarding Category 3 Sources; e-mail dated 15 NOV 
20165 

5. Status of Committee Co-Chairman roles: 
o Scott Surovi has been re-nominated and has again accepted to take on this role for the next 
2 years. 

o Paul Gray has announced his retirement from Nordion, effective 31 DEC 2016.  It is 
anticipated that Paul will be working in a transitional role for Nordion dealing with such 
things as external industry association committee activities on a part-time basis in 2017, and 
actions associated with CORAR would be included in such activities.  

6. Other Outstanding / New Business  
 No new business was brought before the committee.   

VI. Adjournment 
The committee adjourned at 9:45 am. 

VII. Next Meeting – Tuesday, May 2, 2017 
 
 

 


